Cleaner Maintainer
Operations Group
Full-Time Indeterminate Position

About Us
SNOLAB is an international facility for world-class underground physics research and has an
expanding programme in astroparticle physics and underground science. Located in an airconditioned, clean room 2 km underground in the Vale Creighton Mine near Sudbury, Ontario, with a
suite of surface facilities and laboratories, SNOLAB is currently preparing for the next generation
experiments focusing on neutrino studies and the search for galactic dark matter.

The Position
The Cleaner Maintainer will provide:


High-quality cleaning of cleanroom laboratories. This will include cleaning at heights and
may include surface cleaning.



Sanitization of various surfaces.



Light maintenance, including minor repairs, painting and supporting tradespeople as
needed.



Laundry, trash removal and general upkeep of the lab.



Shift work may be required

Tasks may require lifting, carrying and moving/arranging items while walking, standing, stooping,
crawling and kneeling.
Complete administrative records for receipt/cleaning and processing of articles entering the lab.

Criteria
Education:
The candidate shall have a minimum of Grade 12 plus relevant training.

Experience:

A minimum of 6 months of experience in commercial/institutional building cleaning; and
A minimum of 6 months of experience in light maintenance.

Salary Range
Qualifications and experience will influence the starting salary, which includes an attractive benefits package.
This position is part of the United Steelworkers Local 2020.

To Apply
All applications must be submitted to jobs@snolab.ca. Please do not fax or mail your applications. By applying
to the e-mail address, your application becomes available to managers immediately. Interested candidates should
include a cover letter and resume.

Closing Date
The posting will remain open until the position is filled, but the review of applications will
commence on January 29, 2021. SNOLAB thanks all applicants for their interest. However, only
those candidates considered for an interview will be contacted.
SNOLAB is committed to equity in employment and encourages applications from all qualified applicants,
including women, Indigenous persons, members of visible minorities and persons with disabilities. In accordance
with Canadian immigration requirements, priority will be given to Canadian citizens and permanent residents.
SNOLAB will provide support in its recruitment processes to applicants with disabilities, including
accommodation that considers an applicant’s accessibility needs.
Further information about SNOLAB may be found at www.snolab.ca
Posting Date: January 15, 2021

